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Abstract—Virtual machine management in data centers is
more and more complex and this is due to the increasing
total number of virtual machines. Virtual machine resources
and scheduled policies (e.g., consolidation) define the virtual
machine placement. This placement is difficult to compute
for large infrastructures. Administrators maintain a correct
placement by performing actions (e.g., migrate virtual machines, power off servers. . . ) and some time using autonomic
schedulers. We propose btrScript: a safe autonomic system for
virtual machine management that includes actions and placement rules. Actions are imperative operations to reconfigure the
data center and declarative rules specify the virtual machine
placement. Administrators schedule both actions and rules,
to manage their data center(s). They can also interact with
the btrScript system in order to monitor the data center and
compute the correct virtual machine placement.
Keywords-cloud computing, virtualization, management, language;

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the emergence of cloud computing, the hosting
capacity of the data centers has been continuously growing
to support the non-stop increasing clients demand. Currently,
Amazon Web Service1 adds each day enough capacity to
support the whole Amazon.com infrastructure as it was
during its five first years2 .
Managing a data center implies to regularly manipulate
both the VMs and the servers. Common operations include
snapshotting, starting, stopping, or resetting of VMs [1], but
also starting, halting, rebooting or performing maintenance
operations on servers. Each hosted VM has however specific
expectations regarding its quality of service and each action
must be executed in accordance to its requirements. Typically it is expected to have a sufficient amount of resources
to run the VM at peak level, but also a placement that may be
compatible with fault tolerance or networking requirements.
Finally, its availability may be required at given periods (e.g.
business hours for remote desktops).
Infrastructure As A Service (IaaS) solutions such as
OpenStack3 or VCenter4 extremely simplify creations and
1 http://aws.amazon.com/
2 http://mvdirona.com/jrh/TalksAndPapers/

JamesHamilton_Sigmod2011Keynote.pdf
3 http://openstack.org
4 http://www.vmware.com/products/vcenter-server/

deployments of virtual environments. However, the management of the VMs concepts did not follow these changes.
Virtualized infrastructure management is still relying on
manual changes on the environment as well as a reaction
to problems after they occur. Such an approach is no longer
compatible with an infrastructure composed of thousands of
VMs as a system administrator cannot manipulate a large
set of VMs insuring that his actions are compatible with the
expected quality of service at a given time, but also will be
compatible in the future. This situation has led to some new
approaches for the infrastructure management employing
automation to replace the traditional manual approach. For
example, VMWare DRS [2] can react to a load spike and
dynamically adapt the VMs placement following a set of
rules given by the administrator.
Close to the VMWare DRS functionality, we have worked
with and on an autonomic system called Entropy [3], [4].
The term autonomic computing was first introduced by IBM
in 2001 to describe self-managing computing systems [5]. To
achieve autonomic computing, an architectural view called
the MAPE-K (Monitor, Analyse, Plan, Execute, Knowledge)
loop, has been suggested in [6]. Mainly, an autonomic
system is a software component, configured by human
administrators using high-level goals. It uses monitored
elements (M), internal knowledge (K) of the system to
analyse (A), plan (P) and execute (E) tasks based on these
high-level goals. The low-level actions to achieve these goals
are automatically calculated and executed.
Entropy implements a classical MAPE-K loop [6], and
it specially focuses on the planning part (P). Based on
constraint programming, the main Entropy’s high-level goal
is to ensure that placement rules are constantly satisfied,
both on system rules (CPU, RAM) and for the administrative rules. From a given current configuration (initial
VM placement and rules) Entropy proposes at each loop
a new configuration and its associated ordered operations
called the reconfiguration plan. Essentially based on VM live
migration, the reconfiguration plan allows to switch from the
current to the new configuration. The main interest to use
an autonomic system like VMWare DRS or Entropy, is that
administrators define high-level goals by specifying criteria
that characterise desirable states, but leave to the system the
task of finding how to achieve that state.
The main drawback of these systems and that they react

after a problem occurs. Thus, daily maintenance operations
realised by administrators, like VM migration or creation,
are verified by the system after completion, at the next
MAPE-K execution loop. Therefore, placement rules can be
unsatisfied for a time, which may cause degradation of the
quality of service.
From our initial research on a Domain Specific Language
(DSL) on VM bulk management [7], we propose in this
paper btrScript, a safe management system for virtualized infrastructures. BtrScript checks, according to active rules, the
validity of all actions and rules performed by administrators.
If an action or a rule is invalid, btrScript detects conflicts and
displays all active rules involved for each conflict. To resolve
a conflict, btrScript proposes a combination of two modules.
The first one is a rule management system to modify,
suspend or activate rules. The other one, by interacting
with Entropy, proposes (if possible) to the administrator
a reconfiguration plan that satisfies all rules. In addition,
btrScript has an action scheduler that allows specifying timebased operations and rules. Each interactive or scheduling
operation is ensured to be compatible with the current but
also the future active rules. Finally, we extend the language
proposed in [7] to allow administrators an easy placement
rules management.
We evaluate btrScript by comparing our rule management
with the scripting tool, vSphere PowerCLI, which can be
used to manage rules in a VMWare infrastructure.
This paper is structured as follows. The next section
presents the new modules of the btrScript architecture.
Section III reminds the VMScript syntax then introduces
the language extension. Section IV describes mechanisms
to ensure the consistency in the infrastructure. Section V
explains how to compute reconfigurations that solve infrastructure issues. Section VI details the comparison of the rule
management with btrScript and with the vSphere PowerCLI.
Section VII summarizes the former research in the field.
Finally, section VIII concludes and presents future works.
II. S YSTEM OVERVIEW
In virtualized infrastructures, the number of VMs and
servers, as well as the resource utilization of the VMs,
evolves. Administrators have to regularly re-organize the
infrastructure to optimize the resource usage. Moreover
specific requirements as fault tolerant mechanisms have to
be defined by placement rules.
BtrScript uses mandatory rules existing in Entropy and in
the vmWare DRS, the most widely adopted VM scheduler.
Actually, rules define by administrators can restrict the
VM placement (for example, enforce a VM to stay in the
same server). As a rule does not describe actions, when
administrators enable rules, no infrastructure reconfiguration
is performed even if the rule is broken. The broken rule
detection requires the following data:

static resources: the cpu and memory capacities of VMs
and servers ;
• dynamic resources: the cpu and memory utilization of
VMs and servers ;
• the VM placement.
The placement rule management implies additional modules to help administrators to maintain the rule consistency
and, consequently, the consistency of the infrastructure.
So the VMScript extension, btrScript, has three additional
modules: a language extension, a guardian module and a
placement module.
Administrators interact with btrScript modules through the
text console. This console is an interpreter for the VMScript
language and its extension that manages placement rules.
This language extension is described in Section III-C1.
Scheduling VMs in a large infrastructure is a complex
problem [8]. Furthermore, some issues in the infrastructure
do not require to be fixed because they are temporary (for
example, a cpu consumption peak). The guardian module
periodically analyzes the infrastructure to report violated
rules and overloaded servers. In our opinion, a server is overloaded when the sum of the hosted VM cpu consumption
equals the cpu capacity of the server. The VM memory is not
considered because we assume memory overcommitment
is not used and, consequently, the memory utilization of
VMs can not be greater than the host memory. This module
warns administrators about issues but it does not try to
solve them. Administrators choose the appropriate moment
to solve issues manually (by executing actions) or by means
of the placement module.
The placement module is an algorithm that computes
actions to execute in order to solve infrastructure issues. It
has to integrate all the VMScript placement rules to solve
them. Entropy is connected to btrScript to use it as the
placement module.
•

III. BTR S CRIPT L ANGUAGE
The VMScript language allows administrators to introspect and reconfigure the virtualized infrastructure. The VMScript extension, btrScript, reuses these low-level operations
and adds the placement rule management. Before the extension language presentation (Section III-C1), Section III-A
briefly reminds the VMScript syntax to select, introspect
and reconfigure elements in the infrastructure.
A. VMScript background
VMScript operations are based on set manipulation in
order to deal with a large amount of VMs and servers. This
part describes the selection of elements in the infrastructure
to, afterwards, perform introspection and reconfigurations.
1) Selection: The architecture of virtualized infrastructures is a compound of two views, a physical view and a
virtual one. For example, the physical view can be clusters
that includes servers, and, the virtual view can be virtual

jobs (vjobs) that includes VMs. These views define language
types and their hierarchical organization. The hosting relation between servers and VMs maps both of the views.
Each element of the infrastructure is typed and has a
unique name and some properties to enhance the infrastructure with additional information such as resource consumptions, operating systems (OS), IP addresses, states, etc.
VMScript uses names to get elements. The “[]” operator
allows the selection of a set of elements using a sequence
of consecutive numbers, or an enumeration. The following
expression selects the elements named pm1, pm2, pm3 and
pm-master:
pm[1−3,− m a s t e r ]

The “[]” operator can also make an union, a difference
or an intersection of sets. The selection of the five servers
named pm1, pm2, pm3, hostA and hostB is written by:
[ pm[1 −3] , h o s t [A, B ] ]

The binary “/” operator allows to select elements from
their type. The first parameter is a set defined with the
previous syntax and the second parameter is a type. If the
first element is omitted, all elements of the infrastructure
with the specific type are selected. For example, the selection
of servers of the infrastructure and the selection of VMs of
the cl1 cluster is, respectively, written by:
/ server
c l 1 / vm

C. The language extension
1) The rule management: Usually, administrators use
imperative actions like creating, migrating, stopping VMs in
their data center. However, some specific requirements can
not be defined in a imperative way because they describe
an infrastructure configuration that lasts for a certain period
(i.e., an invariant). Imperative actions describe reconfiguration operations to perform whereas administrators want to
describe a configuration without defining how to obtain it.
In the VMScript extension btrScript, declarative rules aim
to specify VM placement and states with rules.
Placement rules implement in the btrScript language are a
subset of the constraints used by Entropy [4]. The btrScript
language supports the following rules:
• the group rule keeps the VMs on one physical server,
for example, to optimize network connections. The
following rule makes sure the VMs named vm1, vm3
and myvm stay on the same server:
s t r o n g C o n n e c t i o n : g r o u p [ vm [ 1 , 3 ] , myvm ]
•

the spread rule avoids the VMs to run on a same server
(e.g., in a fault tolerance context). The following rule
makes sure the VMs named vm1, vm3 and myvm run
on three servers:
d b R e p l i c a : s p r e a d [ vm [ 1 , 3 ] , myvm ]

Element properties added to the model can be used to
refine a selection thanks to the “{}” operator. For example,
get all servers with a Linux OS:

the on rule forces a VM to run on specific servers.
Administrators can restrict where VMs run to enforce
the use of a specific hardware. The following rule
makes sure the VM named vm1 runs on the server hostA
or on the server hostB:

/ s e r v e r { o s == L i n u x }

vm1Host : vm1 on h o s t [A, B ]

B. Introspection and reconfigurations

•

•

Once elements to manipulate are selected, the operator “:”
allows to introspect and reconfigure the infrastructure.
The introspection is available by getting the value of
a property. The resource utilization is one of the default
property of servers and VMs, so that it is easy to display
the cpu consumption of VMs running on the server s1:
s 1 / vm : c p u _ c o n s

VMScript actions perform infrastructure reconfigurations
such as starting or migrating VMs. From a selection, actions
can be applied on VMs and servers. For example, start
servers and then migrate 3 VMs on one of them is written
by:
s [2 ,6]: start
vm[1 −3]: m i g r a t e s 2

Supported actions for servers and VMs in the VMScript
language are start, stop, suspend, resume, reboot. The supported action for servers are createvm and supported actions
for VMs are snapshot, migrate.

the !on rule is the negation of the on rule. It avoids a
VM to run on specific servers. The use of on or !on
operators rely on sets to describe. The smaller the set is,
the easier is its description. The following rule makes
sure the VM named vm1 runs on a server different from
hostA or hostB:
v m 1 B l a c k l i s t : vm1 ! on h o s t [A, B ]

•

the run rule forces VMs to run. It avoids to unfortunately stop or suspend VMs. The following rule makes
sure VMs named vm1 and vm2 are in a running state.
a l i v e : r u n vm [ 1 , 2 ]

These rules define more accurately the VM placement. As
the data center architecture evolves (e.g., VMs are created,
cpu consumptions fluctuate. . . ), rules can be added, enabled,
disabled or deleted at run-time.
The previous rule declarations show rules that are defined
and enabled at the same time. However, administrators can
enable and disable rules as they wish, respectively, from
the language operators enable and disable. In the below

example, the rules property lists rules. Afterwards, rules are
managed from their identifier.
b l a c k l i s t : vm[1 −100] ! on h o s t [A, B ]
vm1 : r u l e s
< b l a c k l i s t > vm[1 −100] ! on h o s t [A, B ] ON
blacklist : disable
vm1 : r u l e s
< b l a c k l i s t > vm[1 −100] ! on h o s t [A, B ] OFF
b l a c k l i s t : del

enforcing 3 VMs, each one having 1 Gb of memory, to run
on a server with 2 Gb of memory can never be satisfied. The
conflict detection only considers static resources because
dynamic resources quickly evolves and can not be predicted.
Conflicts may also appear with the combination of several
rules. The following example illustrates such a situation in an
infrastructure composed of 3 servers (pm1, pm2 ,and pm3):
t o g e t h e r : g r o u p vm [ 1 , 2 ]
vm1Ban : vm1 ! on pm[1 −2]
vm2Ban : vm2 ! on pm3

For a rule, an activation date and/or an inactivation date
allow to automate the rule management. The first following
declaration inserts the rule and wait the June 3rd 2011 at
ten am to enable it permanently. The second one inserts the
rule, wait the June 3rd 2011 to enable it and disable it the
June 6th 2011 at six pm.

vm1 and vm2 must be hosted on the same server. vm1
must neither be hosted on pm1 nor pm2, and vm2 must not
be hosted to pm3. This last rule produces a conflict as the
VMs can not be hosted on any server because the group
[vm1, vm2] is excluded from all servers [pm1, pm2, pm3].
The verification of group and spread rules ensures there
is no intersection between group and spread VMs. For
example, 2 placement rules define VM groups. The first one
is composed by vm1, vm2 and the second one by vm1, vm3.
These 2 rules involves vm1, vm2 and vm3 must belong to
the same server. So a spread rule with vm2 and vm3 can not
be inserted.
The verification of on and noton rules ensures each VM or
group can be hosted by, at least, one server. In the previous
example, all on or noton rules about vm1 modify the vm2
and vm3 placement. Consequently, the verification ensures
at least one server can host the group vm1, vm2 and vm3.
Moreover, server sets defined in both a on rule and a noton
rule for a same VM must have an empty intersection. For
example, the following rules are not correct:

[ 0 0 : 1 0 : 3 : 6 : ∗ : 1 1 ] vm1_2 : g r o u p [@vm1, @vm2]
[ 0 0 : 1 0 : 3 : 6 : ∗ : 1 1 − 0 0 : 1 8 : 6 : 6 : ∗ : 1 1 ] vm1_2 : g r o u p [@vm1, @vm2]

vm1Host : vm1 on pm[1 −3]
vm1Ban : vm1 ! on pm2

vm1 : r u l e s

2) Timed actions and rules: Reconfigurations in the
infrastructure can occur at well-known dates such as the
end of a development project or outside business hours.
This language extension proposes to schedule actions, rule
activations and rule inactivations. The date definition is
close to the crontab syntax, with one additional parameter
specifying the year of the execution.
Thanks to the date syntax, repetitive tasks such as VM
reboot can be scheduled. The following operations stop VMs
of the myproject vjob during the night every day:
[ 0 0 : 2 1 : ∗ : ∗ : ∗ : ∗ ] m y p r o j e c t / vm : s t o p
[ 0 0 : 8 : ∗ : ∗ : ∗ : ∗ ] m y p r o j e c t / vm : s t a r t

IV. E NSURING THE INFRASTRUCTURE CONSISTENCY
Administrators manage virtualized infrastructures with
placement rules and actions. Nevertheless, rule insertions
must be checked to avoid inconsistencies that imply no
correct VM placement exists.
Once rules are inserted, administrators need to know
which rules are unsatisfied. The guardian module allows
to warn administrators about infrastructure issues as broken
rules.
Finally, infrastructure reconfigurations can not violate
placement rules. And so, a rule verification occurs by
simulating action effects on the model before each action
execution.
A. Rule insertion verification
Administrators describe rules from the btrScript language.
Before the insertion of a rule in the system, the placement
module checks if this rule does not conflict with existing
rules. A conflict leads to a resource organization with
no viable placement possible. For example, one on rule

Indeed, the server pm2 is included in both rules, consequently, that does not represent what the administrator wants.
This ambiguous declaration is not allowed.
When the rule module detects a rule insertion will lead to
a conflict, the rule is not inserted and administrators receive a
warning with rules that conflicts. Administrators can disable
these rules to insert the new one.
When a scheduled rule is inserted, the rule module computes its activation period. It selects all the active rules that
will be enabled during this period. If the rule to insert leads
to a conflict, it is not inserted.
The rule module ensures the consistency of the set of rules
but it does not check if a rule is true or false. So broken
(i.e., false) rules can be inserted and administrators have to
fix them in the future.
B. The infrastructure monitoring
In large infrastructures, administrators need information
about the infrastructure architecture to maintain it. Monitoring systems like Ganglia [9] allow to collect lots of data
from such an architecture in an efficient way. However, the

large amount of VMs and servers and the number of metrics
to observe is too huge to be analyzed by an administrator.
In btrScript, a guardian module is proposed to analyze
monitoring data and warn the administrator when it detects
an overloaded server or a broken rule.
The guardian module periodically analyzes monitoring
data. As rules can be added even if they are false, the
guardian module periodically checks all activated rules
and sends warnings to administrators when a broken rule
is detected. Afterwards administrators can solve manually
unsatisfied rules, remove them (e.g., for out-of-date rules)
or use the placement module to solve the placement issues
automatically.

infrastructure. During this invocation, the placement module
builds a problem that includes:
• a set of servers to analyze ;
• a set of VMs corresponding to VMs that run on the
server set ;
• a set of rules to apply on the two previous sets.
From the btrScript model, the placement module obviously gets the actual VM placement and the resource
usage required to solve the problem. Afterwards this module
computes a plan, that is to say a list of actions, and executes
it. In the following example, the placement module solves
issues in all the data center.
/ server : solve checker

C. Actions and placement rules
Administrators perform and schedule actions to reconfigure the infrastructure. As rules restrict the VM placement,
when an imperative action is invoked or planned, rules are
checked. This verification occurs by:
• selecting satisfied rules including servers and VMs
involved in the action at the action execution date. If
rules are not satisfied before the action execution, they
are not included in the action verification ;
• simulating the action on the model ;
• checking selected rules.
If the action is not compatible with one of the selected
rules, it is not executed.
V. T HE PLACEMENT MODULE
When overloaded servers (i.e., a server with a cpu consumption equals to 100%) or violated rules occur in the data
center, administrators have to fix them. However, finding
a VM placement considering rules and dynamic resources
is a tedious task for hundreds or thousands of VMs and
servers [8]. So btrScript is linked to a placement module in
order to compute a list of actions required to obtain a right
placement with respect to a scheduling policy, the placement
rules and the physical and VM resources. The policy defines
how to do the mapping between VMs and servers. Common
policies for VM scheduling are load balancing and consolidation. The load balancing policy [10] distributes the cpu
load uniformly across the servers whereas the consolidation
policy [11] reduces the number of servers which host VMs.
Placement rules customize the policy with specific needs
described by administrators. The placement module is used
for administrators to solve issues in the data center. In
our case, the placement module is Entropy [3], a VM
scheduler based on constraint programming. As btrScript
does not implement its own placement algorithms, the choice
of the placement module define the policy range. Entropy
provides a checker policy, which satisfies cpu and memory
requirements of VMs, and a consolidation policy.
Administrators invoke the placement module so as to
solve issues (broken rules and overloaded servers) in the

Due to the run rule, it is easy to start or resume VMs
without specifying any server. For example, the VM vm1
is in the off state. The administrator can start it with the
placement module:
vm1r : r u n vm1
/ server : solve checker

If the administrator wants to run the VM on servers pm1
or hostA, he adds a on rule:
vm1r : r u n vm1
vm1On : vm1 on [ pm1 , h o s t A ]
/ server : solve checker

The application of one policy on all servers of the infrastructure is not always relevant. Administrators may want to
consolidate VMs on a cluster and use load balancing on
another one. Moreover a huge problem is longer to solve
than a small one. A plan for a small problem, that is to say
50 servers and 200 VMs, are solved in few seconds. For a
larger problem (1000 servers and 5000 VMs), the solving
time is few minutes [12].
Nevertheless, building a problem from a subset of server
infrastructure is complex because the set of servers implies
the set of rules added to the problem. Therefore the problem
defined is smaller but some rules are cut for being integrated
and so these rules are partially solved in the infrastructure
context. As an example, a data center is composed by 3
servers (pm1, pm2 and pm3) and 2 VMs (vm1 and vm2). vm1
runs on pm1 and vm2 runs on pm2. The administrator only
adds one rule that enforces the VMs vm1 and vm2 to belong
to the server pm3. As the rule is unsatisfied, the administrator
decides to fix it by using the placement module. He invokes
the placement module on pm2 and pm3 servers after adding
the rule:
vm1On : vm [ 1 , 2 ] on pm3
pm [ 2 , 3 ] : s o l v e c h e c k e r

Consequently, the placement module considers servers
pm2 and pm3. The associated set of VMs only contains the
VM vm2 because vm1 does not run on the server set. The
rule is therefore cut and modified to the following rule:

vm2On : vm2 on pm3

So the placement module executes a migration of vm2 to
pm3. The rule is still violated because pm3 does not host
vm1.
Rule modifications are mandatory to avoid side effects and
transform a small problem to a big one. From the previous
example, the hypothesis of the insertion of the whole rule
in order to fix the vm1 placement involves to add vm1 and
its host pm1. Now the placement module needs all VMs
running on pm1 and their rules to compute the plan. The
rules of these VMs can add other servers and VMs and so
on. At the end, the problem to solve can include all servers
and VMs of the infrastructure.
VI. E VALUATION
In this section, we present a comparison between the
VMware vSphere PowerCLI5 and the btrScript language.
Only few solutions can perform operations and add placement rules to virtualized infrastructures. The VMware
vSphere solution includes the most popular distributed resource scheduler (DRS) that enables dynamic scheduling
with two kinds of VM-to-VM rules: affinity and anti-affinity
rules. Affinity rules keep VMs together on the same host
and anti-affinity rules separate VMs on different hosts. The
vSphere PowerCLI is a command-line and scripting tool
based on PowerShell that provides useful functionality for
vSphere management. Throughout the rest of the section
we discuss about managing a rule (i) to the DRS from the
PowerCLI and (ii) to btrScript. This rule ensures that the
VMs named proxy1, proxy2 and proxy3 do not run on the
same host. Two other VMs with similar names (proxy4 and
proxy5) exist in the infrastructure that is annoying to use
regular expressions used by both PowerCLI and btrScript
tools.
The syntax for the rule with the PowerCLI tool is:
New−D r s R u l e −Name P r o x y −C l u s t e r c l 1 −K e e p T o g e t h e r : $ f a l s e
−VM Proxy1 , Proxy2 , P r o x y 3

The first parameter is the name of the rule to identify it.
As rules are associated to a cluster in the DRS, we assume
all VMs run to the cluster cl1. The KeepTogether parameter
defines if the VMs must run on the same host ($true) or if
VMs must run on different hosts ($false). At the end, VMs
are selected from their name.
The syntax for the rule with the btrScript language is:
P r o x y : P r o x y [1 −3] s p r e a d

In the btrScript tool, rules are not associated to a cluster and so the cluster name does not appear in the rule
declaration. The operator spread is used instead of the
’KeepTogether’ parameter. In the btrScript language, each
rule has one operator to keep clear confusion. So the group
5 http://www.vmware.com/support/developer/PowerCLI/

operator makes affinity rules and the spread operator makes
anti-affinity rules. The syntax of the btrScript language
allows regular expressions that is why the VM selection is
shorter with btrScript.
The New-DrsRule command allows to enable or disable a rule at the declaration time. That is not allowed
with btrScript. However, the DRS is an autonomic system
where the administrator cannot solve rules when needed.
In btrScript, the administrator explicitly calls the placement
module enabling him to disable the rule before the rule
resolution. Moreover the rule modification is easier with
btrScript than with PowerCLI. The syntax to add the VM
Proxy4 to the previous rule in PowerCLI is:
S e t−D r s R u l e −R u l e P r o x y −VM Proxy1 , Proxy2 , Proxy3 , P r o x y 4

The administrator has to redefine the whole set of VMs.
With btrScript, the administrator modify the VM set by
including or excluding VMs:
P r o x y : vms + P r o x y 4

If a rule is added or modified and it conflicts with another
rules the vSphere policy is to disable the new one. As
this management policy can hide issues, in btrScript, the
insertion of a rule that conflicts with other ones is canceled
and a notification showing conflicted rules is sent to the
administrator. If he wants to insert the new rule, he has to
disable conflicted rules.
Affinity rules between a group of VMs and a group of
hosts also exist in vSphere. This VM-to-Host rules correspond to the on and noton rules in btrScript. Nevertheless
their manipulation from the PowerCLI6 is more complicated
than the rules above described. Moreover there is no conflict detection for this kind of rules. So the administrator
can insert one rule and its opposite without receiving any
notification.
When an action is invoked by the vmWare administrator,
placement rules are not verified. So actions can violate rules.
In btrScript, administrators can not execute an action that
violates one or more active rules. An error about the broken
rules is reported.
To conclude brtScript and PowerCLI propose a similar
approach of placement rules. However the rule management
is easier from btrScript thanks to advanced selection mechanisms and more verifications, especially those on actions.
VII. R ELATED W ORK
A. Business Rule Manager System (BRMS)
BRMS, like Drools [13], allow to set business rules to
manage a system. However, these rules are simple with the
syntax: “when something is true, do these operations". In
btrScript, placement rules does not define actions to execute
if the rule is not satisfied because rule satisfactions depend
on the resource organization and other rules.
6 http://www.van-lieshout.com/2011/06/drs-rules/

B. Virtual machine manager
VMWare [14] [15] can manage servers and VMs. Placement rules (called affinity rules in the VMWare documentation) are used to restrict placement between VMs and
servers. These affinity rules include required and preferential rules. Required rules are similar to the btrScript rules
and preferential rules can be violated to allow the proper
functioning of the VMWare placement module. Preferential
rules is excluded from btrScript but the definition of affinity
rules from the VSphere GUI is not appropriate for managing
large infrastructures. Select thousand VMs and servers in a
GUI is not relevant. Administrators have to script themselves
functions to add, remove and list affinity rules through
the one of the vSphere API. Moreover, the consistency
checking must be added for scheduled rules. In btrScript,
these functions are integrated into the language operators.
Further activation period for rules are not designed and
VMWare actions does not take care of placement rules
whereas btrScript does.
OpenNebula [16] is an open source toolkit for cloud
computing designed to manage a large amount of VMs.
A placement module called mm_sched (i.e., match making
scheduler) allows to choose three different policies (compared with two policies implemented in btrScript) for the
VM placement. However, these policies can not be tuned
with specific rules.
C. Domain Specific Languages (DSL)
Puppet [17] [18] is a declarative configuration language
for auditing and configuring large infrastructures (with virtualization or not) from one centralized node. A visual
dashboard and reporting tools monitor servers to report every
change. Puppet deploys large infrastructures but, at run-time,
there is a lack of operations to handle servers or VMs.
VGrADS [19] and its virtual grid execution system allows
to describe jobs with vgDL [20] and run them with time
constraints. These tools address issues about deploying and
scheduling jobs but, like Puppet, it is not designed to handle
and perform reconfigurations on VMs and servers.
The former tools are designed to deploy and use resources
of a virtual infrastructure while btrScript handles resources
after deployment like Usher [21]. Usher is a shell for VM
management. It is designed to local management and so it
does not provide information about the whole grid.
Plasma [4] is the Entropy DSL to add constraints. It allows
to define constraints by selecting VMs and servers from their
name. However, physical and logical hierarchies do not exist
and there is no selection on element properties. Moreover,
no operation exists in the language to perform actions or
query resource utilization.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
Our paper presented btrScript, a safe management system
for virtualized data center. It focuses on secure scheduled

actions and placement rules. Scheduled actions allow to
plan in advance tasks and schedule repetitive tasks for the
automation of administrative tasks. Placement rules, which
can be scheduled too, allow administrators to define the VM
placement more accurately. These rules also restrict scheduled and immediate actions. A guardian module monitors the
data center and reports issues such as overloaded servers and
violated rules. We introduced a placement module named
Entropy that enables to compute a plan with respect to rules
and dynamic virtual and physical resources. This module can
solve issues on all the data center or on a specific designated
part. The evaluation is a comparison between the command
line interface, PowerCLI, that can insert placement rules in
the vmWare vSphere client. The btrScript system provides
safer management by checking rules when an action is
invoked and detecting more contradiction than the vSphere
client.
Future work focus on running btrScript in a larger virtual
infrastructure. BtrScript only runs with small architectures
(20 servers) based on the kvm hypervisor. The use of the
experimental platform grid50007 is planned to set up a large
infrastructure.
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